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As the first month of trading in 2016 comes to a
close, it is quite obvious that the ground has
once again shifted beneath our feet. Traders
broke for the holidays expecting a 2016 with
four rate hikes and strong economic headwinds.
The result so far has been quite different.
This past January has been volatile. Stocks have
fallen an average of 5%, and oil has experienced
a 9.2% freefall in January alone. Investor
anxiety has flooded money into safe asset
classes, made visible by the 10 year US Treasury
yield’s recent push below 2%. In the last week
of January, Fed Chair Janet Yellen chose to
leave borrowing rates unchanged, but did not
take the possibility of a March rate hike off the
table. The Fed is now marching into a path of
diversion, as it attempts to lift up borrowing
costs while the rest of the world enacts
monetary policy measures aimed at pushing
rates as low as possible. Strong jobs numbers
still point towards strength in the American
economy, but other conflicting releases such as
weak Q4 GDP growth speak the contrary.

Tightening in a
World of Easing

Japan is not alone in this aggressive
maneuver, as it now joins the ECB as well as
the central banks of Sweden, Denmark, and
Switzerland who have already shifted into a
negative deposit rate. Just this week ECB
leader Mario Draghi commented that he is
contemplating the use of increased stimulus
spending in an effort to inject life into its
sluggish economy.
For now, Fed Chair Janet Yellen stands alone
in her effort to normalize rates within the
United States, while her peers are squashing
borrowing costs to the floor- and below.
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Outside of our American borders, global leaders
have been pushing interest rates down through
the use of stimulus measures similar to the
Fed’s Quantitative Easing in the wake of The
Great Recession of 2008. On Friday January
29th news broke of a much more aggressive
measure that was not enacted by our American
Federal Reserve in the past.

"As January goes, so goes the year." At least
that is the case according the old adage made
popular by the Stock Trader’s Almanac. This
phenomenon is also known as the "January
Barometer." It simply means that January’s
market performance, as measured by the S&P
500 Index, is a harbinger of how the market
will do for the year.

The Bank of Japan announced its plan to slash
its key short term interest rate down into
negative territory- effectively charging
depositors a fee to park reserves within its
central bank. The actual rate of -0.1% is not a
vicious figure, but its slight dip into negative
territory highlights Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe’s dedication to spurring economic
growth at all costs.

January 2013’s rip-roaring start foreshadowed
a very strong year. Nailed it.
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The year 2009 started with a thud in January.
And the month we just ended has turned in
the worst January performance since that year
(MarketWatch). There is no shortage of
reasons why the year began on a sour note.
For starters, economic growth moderated
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at the end of the year.
But let’s note that while stocks bottomed in
March 2009, they went on to post a strong
gain (St. Louis Federal Reserve).
According to a recent story in the New York
Times, the January barometer has been right
88% of the time since 1950 (ignoring basically
flat years) and 75% of the time including all
years. Over the last 35 years, the S&P 500 has
followed January's direction 71% of the time
(CNBC).
On the surface, it seems like a reasonable
indicator. In other words, how well or poorly
month number one performs means you
either have a head start or a handicap going
into February. Still, January’s return has
correctly foreshadowed February through
December 66% of the time.
But the indicator does a much better job of
predicting winners than losers, because
markets are biased toward the upside.
For example, CNBC notes the S&P 500 Index
has risen in 23 out of 35 Januarys since 1979.
Over the next 11 months, the market
subsequently rose in 19 of those 23 years—
meaning a positive January has successfully
predicted a winning February through
December 83% of the time.
But in the years when January lost ground,
there was only a 33% success rate in
predicting a losing year.

That seems to have been an issue lately with
the January barometer. Over the last 10 years,
2005, 2009, 2010, and 2014 began on the
wrong footing but finished in the green, and
we didn't see a positive follow-through on
2011's upbeat start (St. Louis Federal Reserve).
"If you have a truly random variable, and there
are, say, 60 million possibilities, it's impossible
not to find some pattern somewhere," said
Nassim Nicholas Taleb, a professor of risk
engineering at New York University (New York
Times).
You can always find interesting but useless
correlations because stocks rise over the long
term.
Wacky market indicators include the Super
Bowl winner, butter production in Bangladesh,
and whether an American model lands on the
cover of the Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue
(Investopedia). Geez, now we're entering the
theatre of the absurd!
There are plenty of reasons why markets go up
or markets go down. So I don't believe that
January necessarily sets the tone for the year.
Over the longer term, it's about corporate
profits, which are heavily influenced by the
economy. In the shorter term, markets key off
all kinds of variables. Long story short - what's
happening in the fall may make January look
like a distant memory.
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